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Race participation data and Fleet Participation data for 2018 has reviewed with PRC and with 

the fleet captains, and in keeping with AYC Race Committee Policy, I am recommending the 
following changes to the recognized fleets for 2019. 

J80s have had extremely good turnout all year long, I have recommended they be recognized a 
One design, and the fleet has indicated they wish to race One-Design in 2019. 

Pearson 26 sailors, who have made up the bulk of C Fleet, wish to wait another year before 
asking for One-Design status. Although I recommended they ask for One Design status, I 
accept their choice to wait another year. 

SC21 turnout has been very low, often only one boat sailing.  There are only three SC21 being 
raced, and it is my recommendation owners of SC21 should race in the Keel Handicap Fleet, 
and no longer maintain One-design status. One of the active SC21 sailors objects to this. 

C22 turnout has been quite varied throughout the year, some series the fleet has skipped the 
races altogether, other series they have 5 or more boats on the line.   This is an active fleet, 
who are trying to keep their numbers up.  After review, I recommend that C22 keep One-
Design status for another year.  If the fleet participation numbers do not improve in 2019, I 
believe the 2019 Race Commander will have a different recommendation next year. 

All the above changes have been discussed with the Keel Fleet captains, who will be discussing 
and deciding Keel Fleet “splits” for 2019, at the Keel fleet Annual Meeting Dec 1st. 

Summary : Recommended 2019 One Design Fleets are : Ensign, J22, J24, C22, J80.  
Keel Handicap Fleet and the Multihull Handicap fleet will have starts in Series races. 
Laser/Sunfish fleets have activities planned on Wednesday. 
I suppose I could mention the DF95 fleet as well, since their numbers are growing. 

  
2019 race calendar planning is underway, we may be up to Rev9 already.  Although dates 
through the end of March are fairly well set, until the final dates for Turnback & Governor’s Cup 
are set, it is difficult to make much progress on the remainder of Spring dates.  Note : if fleets 
are desiring of “Circuit Regatta” type events, please let PRC know, we will try to find a way to 
plan for those. 
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Race Committee Training sessions were held for AYC fleet members twice in 2018, and a US 
Sailing RC Seminar resulted in 3 PRC members being Certified Race Officers.  We want to 
continue to increase the general RC knowledge across the AYC membership, in order for better 
quality RC throughout the year.  To that end, training session dates for 2019 are already in 
place, the first two weekends of January. 
   
I would like to thank the members of PRC for their service in 2018, I could not have done this 
job without them.   
I would also like to thank the fleet captains for 2018, who rallied their respective fleet members 
to serve on RC duty in the Series races, and for regattas, throughout the year. 
 
Jim Casto 
race_commander@austinyachtclub.net 


